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们称之为带容积约束 Power 图的结构上的图像多项式分片逼近方法。 




















































In the field of applied mathematics, the problem of piecewise approximation of 
functions, which is an import part of the study of function approximation theory, has 
got more and more scholars’ and relevant researchers’ attention. And the problem of 
piecewise approximation of images, as a special case of the problem of piecewise 
approximation of functions, has been a study hotspot for its widely application in the 
field of applied mathematics and computer graphics. The theoretical description of the 
image approximation problem is similar to the problem of function approximation, 
which means that for any given target image, we constructed a new image and make 
the difference between the new image and the target image as small as possible, this 
difference can be measured by peak signal and noise ratio, which shot for PSNR. 
Solving the problem of function approximation by the fragmenting method, which is 
an important method to study this type of approximation problem, so we consider to 
use the method of image segmentation approximation to solve the problem of image 
approximation. In this paper, we integrated apply the relevant theory of Power diagram 
and the relevant method of function fragmentation approximation and propose a novel 
method for piecewise polynomial image approximation, we call it piecewise 
polynomial image approximation based on the capacity-constrained power diagram. 
This paper fully exploits the optimal freedom degree of power diagram, by 
associating the weights of a power diagram with the image color information, we design 
an efficient image approximation algorithm which alternately optimizes the positions 
and the weights of a capacity-constrained power diagram. Our method defines the 
density function by using error feedbacks and the saliency information of the original 
image, which guides the generation of the initial point distributions in the optimization. 
It effectively solves the color image approximation problem by constructing the optimal 
power diagram. In this paper, we use the regional segmentation method and segment 
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function to measure the approximate error based on power diagram, and give the 
explicit formulas for the computation of the gradients of the energy function. The 
optimization of the energy function is converted into two sub-problems, which are 
tackled by alternately moving the point positions and updating the weights of the points 
of the power diagram. We design an algorithm for generating the optimal density 
function image in our whole algorithm framework, which can satisfy the different 
approximation requirements. By using the result of the above algorithm, we get the 
more reasonable initial point distribution, and finally fit out the approximation image 
by alternately updating the positions of the points and optimizing the weights of the 
points in the power diagram.  
A large number of experimental results show the correctness and efficiency of our 
method. By using the optimal density function image generation algorithm to control 
the generation of the initialized point distribution, our algorithm can effectively 
approximate some of the details and contours of the image, or effectively approximate 
some of the areas that we are more concerned with, so that we can approximate the 
color image more flexible. In particular, if we use more initialized points, the 
approximation result is significantly improved. The algorithm of this paper has also 
improved obviously in terms of performance compare with the algorithm of the relevant 
literature in the same configuration of the desktop PC, the result shows that we use only 
one third of the time that costs by the algorithm of the relevant literature, in contrast, 
the problem of the image approximation proposed in this paper is more effectively 
solved. 
Key Words: Power diagram; image approximation; salient region detection; error 
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1.2.1 基于 Power 图的理论与应用现状 
一些国外的学者在研究 Voronoi 图的理论基础及其在实际应用的过程中，为
了扩展 Voronoi 图的实际应用领域，于是在 Voronoi 图的理论基础和实际应用中
提出了带权 Voronoi 图的概念，这就是 Power 图。Voronoi 图是计算几何中最基
本的概念之一，也叫 Dirichlet 图，或者也可以叫做泰森多边形，它由德国数学家
Dirichlet 于 1850 年提出，后来经由俄罗斯数学家 Voronoi 进行了改进，它是由一
组由连接两个相邻顶点之间的线段的中垂线组成的连续多边形[5]。而作为Voronoi
图的带权形式的 Power 图，由匈牙利数学家 Fejes 于 1977 年首次定义并使用它
证明了 N 个圆盘的并集的边界总是可以被至多 2N 个点光源照亮的问题[6]。Power














Laguerre 和 Georgy Voronoi[7]。根据 Power 距离定义的不同，Power 图有许多不
同的形式，例如加法 Power 图，它是将权重加到欧几里德距离(Euclidean distance)
























































另有学者提出利用 Voronoi 图的理论在 Voronoi 图上进行分片逼近的方法[3, 7, 
18]， Chen 等[3]同时实现了分片常量逼近、分片线性逼近和分片二次逼近，利用




Voronoi 图[20]等。Nivoliers 和 Lévy[21]利用带约束的 Voronoi 图，通过优化一个度
量逼近质量的目标函数来实现分片常量逼近。受上面提到方法的启发，本文利用
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